University of Birmingham
Latest student news
Keep up to date with the latest news related to and involving our Undergraduate, Postgraduate and Research students from around the school.
POLSIS doctoral researcher wins prestigious Li Siguang Scholarship (/schools/government-society/departments/political-scienceinternational-studies/news/2015/06/dr-wins-li-siguang-scholarship.aspx)
Ran Yan, a doctoral researcher starting in September 2015, has been awarded a highly competitive funded studentship offered by the university in
partnership with the China Scholarship Council.
Friday 12th June 2015

CHASR: A Student's Insight (http://www.respond.org/news.php/82/chasr_a_students_insight)
RTC has been collaborating with the International Development Department (IDD) for a number of years. Our Masters student, Jeffery Hamann, recounts
his experience of taking part in an RTC-led conflict simulation exercise as part of his course. The simulation was conducted as a part of the IDD's
CHASR (Conflict, Humanitarian Aid and Social Reconstruction) module.
Thursday 28th May 2015

Villagers front-line in the battle against Prosopis in Ethiopia (https://cabiinvasives.wordpress.com/2015/05/22/villagers-front-line-in-thebattle-against-prosopis-in-ethiopia/)
IDD PT MSc student and Business Development Manager at CABI Paul Rogers reports on his dissertation fieldwork in Ethiopia on CABI's invasive
species blog.
Thursday 28th May 2015

Undergraduate Open Days - 26-27 June 2015 (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/government-society/events/visit-open-day.aspx)
Our Undergraduate Open Days offer you the perfect opportunity to hear first-hand from our current undergraduates and teaching staff about living and
learning at Birmingham.
Friday 22nd May 2015

University Showcases Dynamic Doctoral Researcher Community in POLSIS (/schools/government-society/departments/political-scienceinternational-studies/news/2015/05/annual-postgraduate-colloquium.aspx)
Last week doctoral researchers in POLSIS organized a colloquium and presented their latest findings to peers from across the University.
Tuesday 19th May 2015

Birmingham Pre-election debate on Immigration co-hosted by The Guardian (/schools/government-society/departments/political-scienceinternational-studies/news/2015/05/guardian-debate-immigration.aspx)
The Department of Political Science and International Studies/School of Government and Society co-host a pre-election debate on immigration with The
Guardian.
Friday 1st May 2015

IDD Guest seminar podcast: Research and risk-aversion in conflict-affected societies (/schools/governmentsociety/departments/international-development/news/2015/04/research-and-risk-aversion-in-conflict-affected-societies.aspx)
Speaker: Dr Suda Perera, Developmental Leadership Program. This seminar discusses the political and physical constraints affecting research within
conflict-affected environments, and the growing trend towards remotely gathered data, through an autoethnography of research on armed group dynamics
in the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC).
Monday 20th April 2015

IDD Guest seminar podcast: Policy integration and synergies between climate change mitigation and adaptation in forest and agriculture
(/schools/government-society/departments/international-development/news/2015/04/climate-change.aspx)
Speaker: Dr Monica Di Gregorio, University of Leeds. This study assesses the level of policy integration of climate change mitigation and adaptation in
the forestry and agricultural sectors in Brazil and Indonesia, and explores barriers and opportunities to address trade-offs and achieve mutual benefits.
Tuesday 14th April 2015

Sociology Society Careers Conference 2015 (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/government-society/teaching/studentprofiles/undergraduate/2014-15/sociology-society-careers-conference.aspx)

The Sociology Society hosted a careers conference on 04 February 2015. This event provided current students with the opportunity to meet alumni from
a variety of careers including HR, PR/Marketing, Consultancy, Social Work, Law (in particular a postgraduate qualification) and Education.
Thursday 2nd April 2015

Germanwings crash: the ins and outs of the two-person rule (http://theconversation.com/germanwings-crash-the-ins-and-outs-of-the-twoperson-rule-39453)
Written by Daniel Rio Tinto, Doctoral Researcher in POLSIS. It takes two people to launch a nuclear missile - it's time the same level of safety returned
to the cockpit.
Monday 30th March 2015
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